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Extract from Letters to Papers in Madras and
Bombay

Major A. J. Dawson
These two letters are reproduced from typewritten pages,
written around 1918, from the Walter Carrington Archives. It is
not known whether these letters were published in newspapers
in Madras or Bombay. The reference to F. M. Alexander as a
doctor and a medical man is of course incorrect.

1.

If man’s chiefest inheritance is sound health and balance of mind
and body, it must be admitted that latter-day civilization, as seen in
London and New York, and, too, in Madras and Bombay, for that matter,
leaves a good deal to be desired in the matter of man’s full enjoyment of
his heritage. Dr F. Matthias Alexander, in the upbuilding of his important
London practice, has been very deeply impressed by the increasingly formidable nature of the obstacle we allow to arise between ourselves and
our natural inheritance; by the totally ineffectual nature of most of the
pretended remedies, the fads and fancies and whimsical special regimes;
and by the vital need of clear comprehension and common-sense selfprotection, where the peculiar perils of highly civilized life are concerned,
in order that we may permit Nature through our own marvellously adaptable bodies, to furnish those reactions and safeguarding which Nature
alone can make effective, and that only, if and when the way is left clear
for her operations, which, in the ultra-artificial modern conditions of
many great centres of population, it seldom is today.
One can well believe that a medical man of Dr Alexander’s standing in
London has no time to spare for mere literary exercises, and that it was
nothing less than an urgent and deep-rooted sense of his duty to the public that led to his writing of Man’s Supreme Inheritance, the important work
just published by Messrs Methuen and Co fortunately at a price so modest as to bring it easily within reach of all purses. The sub-title of this notable volume is ‘Conscious Guidance in Relation to Human Evolution in
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Civilization’; and the introductory notes and appreciations contributed to
it by such eminent authorities as Professors John Dewey, Frank Granger
and H. M. Kallen and the Rev. J. H. Jowett are such as to make very clear
the fact that in their eyes its value and importance to the general public
could hardly be over-rated. Even more perhaps in countries like India
than in the definitely temperate climates, where no doubt the pressure of
modern life makes its teaching quite equally necessary. I fancy this book
is due to be very widely studied, and to exercise a very far-reaching and
one trusts beneficial influence. Its cost is neglible, but its concrete value
for very many people in the East might well prove greater than that of the
rest of their material possessions put together, and I would very heartily
recommend every reader of these columns in Madras to obtain it forthwith and give serious consideration to its very lucid and convincing pages.
There is no question here of the cheap advocacy of given appliances or
pretended specifics or ways of living, special dietaries or the like. Dr Alexander shows small tolerance for any such fads and fancies. His extensive
practice has shewn him certain well-defined tendencies and dangers; certain unmistakeable evidences of physical deterioration among the people
as the outcome of the chasm betweeen modern civilization and Nature‘s
provision for far simpler conditions. The same practice has enabled him
to test exhaustively his own theories as to the natural and safe methods
of meeting these dangers, and preventing this deterioration manifested,
for example, to go no further, in the increase of cancer, appendicitis and
insanity and nervous breakdown. Such tested knowledge cannot be possessed by the average man and woman in the ordinary course, though
the acquisition of it may well prove of inestimable value to them. Man’s
Supreme Inheritance makes it readily available to all and for that reason I
desire warmly to commend the book and to pay tribute of gratitude to its
author and to the great publishing house by whose enterprise it is made
so easily accessible.

2.

Dr F. Matthias Alexander challenges one’s interest and cornsideration even in the title of his very remarkable book, Man‘s Supreme
Inheritance – Conscious Guidance in Relation to Human Evolution in Civilization which has just been published by Messrs. Methuen and Co. with
introductions and appreciations by Professors John Dewey, and Professors Frank Granger and H. M. Kallen and the Rev. J. H. Jowett. What is
‘Man’s Supreme Inheritance’? The author might answer with the single
word ‘health’ by which he would imply complete and consistent soundness of mind and body such as can result (in civilized conditions at all
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events) from conscious guidance and control and is unttainable without
them.
The author has built up a big practice in London, and in the building
has been able to apply the most exhaustive practical tests to his own theories. A very fully occupied man, he has felt it his bounden duty to place
before the public at large the teaching and outcome of convictions and
principles thus thoroughly tested and proven.
There are many reasons why I should hesitate no longer in making my
preliminary appeal, chief among them being the appalling physical deterioration that can be seen by any intelligent observer who will walk the streets
of London or New York, for example, and note the form and aspect of the
average individuals who make up the crowd.
. . . What of the disproportionate and undeniable increase in the cases
of cancer, appendicitis and insanity. For that increase goes on despite the
fact that we have taken the subject seriously to heart. . . . Are these troubles,
then, still to increase?
. . . Bacteriology reveals a few of the agents active in disease, but it says
nothing about the conditions which permit these agents to become active.
Therefore I look to that wonderful instrument, the human body, for the
true solution of our difﬁculty, an instrument so inimitably adaptable, so
full of marvellous potentialities of resistance and recuperation, that it is
able, when properly used, to overcome all the forces of disease which may
be arrayed against it.
. . . Every man, woman and child holds the possibility of physical perfection; it rests with each of us to attain it by personal understanding and
effort.
Man’s Supreme Inheritance

And this book tells you how. That is why I have quoted the foregoing
lines by way of indicating its scope and purport, which has a quite undeniable appeal to thousands of readers in Bombay and to tens of thousands
in other parts of India. Here are no fads or nostrums; no patent systems of
advocacy of this or that dietary or appliance or regime. The author out of
his expert knowledge and professional experience sets out to make plain
to the average uninformed reader of ordinary non-specialist intelligence,
precisely what dangers threaten his health in the life of modern civilization and how best he may safeguard himself from them; not at all by the
adoption of some rigid or more or less fanciful regime . . . Dr Alexander
shews small tolerance and much contempt where such things are con-
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cerned; and that probably with pretty good cause, for he has come into
contact professionally with many of their disappointing results, but by
mere intelligent recognition of them and the free giving to the body of its
proper chances to accomplish for itself and for its inhabitant all the marvels of resistance, reaction and recuperation of which it is capable.
It is not very easy to speak in moderate terms of the potentialities of
such a book as this, still less to attempt any appraisement of its practical
value since to some people its value may well prove greater than that of all
their earthly possessions. I will content myself by saying that it is a very
imp . . . [Pencil note here: ‘The rest just duplicate the other letter.’ Ed.]

Alec John Dawson (1872 - 3 February 1951), generally known
as A. J. Dawson was an English author, traveller and novelist. During World War I he attained the rank of Major, and
was awarded the MBE and Croix de Guerre in recognition of
his work as a military propagandist. Dawson published over
thirty books. In 1919 Dawson, who continued to use his title
of Major, was appointed Director of Information to the Government of Bombay, but he was forced to retire in 1921 due
to ill health and he returned to England, settling in Sussex.
Source: wikipedia.org.
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